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Business plan 

Every business needs a business plan but before you write your plan you need to gather some 
information and data. The real value of creating a business plan is in the process of researching 
and thinking about your business in a systematic way. The act of planning helps you to think 
things through thoroughly and look at your ideas critically. You will need to study and research, if 
you are not sure of the facts. Start your research by finding if there are existing ‘fast food’ rounds 
in your area or the area in which you think you are going to trade. Visit the other areas already 
served by static cabins or trailers and buy food from them to find out how much they charge for 
their products. Consider their products and presentation to decide how you could improve on 
their quality and standards. 

 Operating Area 

Find your own trading area, look for a commercial park, industrial estate, workshops, garages or 
business parks where you can safely trade. You need to attract lots of customers for little driving. 
Don’t plan to follow an existing trader to steal their customers this is unethical and a waste of 
time. You need to concentrate all your effort on selling and taking money, not looking over your 
shoulder. The overriding principle is that you will normally only trade between 07:30 and 13:00 
therefore you must minimise your driving and maximise your trading in this period.   

 Establishment costs 

Prepare a list of the equipment and services that you will need to buy or lease. Investigate the 
purchase of your Jiffy truck, insurance for the truck, business insurance, printing (Menu flyer) 
phone etc. 

 Running costs 

Research purchase of products, find local cash & carry warehouses and other suppliers (bakers, 
pie makers) and look for specialist products like Cornish pasties, ethnic foods etc.      

You may need a Street traders Licence (Definitely in Scotland) each Authority has its own 
rules. Generally in England & Wales because you are trading in private industrial estates you 
don’t need a licence. You please check because the process can take six weeks.    

 The Big Question  

Buy the sandwiches or make them yourself. 

With the information you have gathered you can decide to either make your own sandwiches etc. 
or buy from a wholesale company. Both systems work successfully, however preparing the   
sandwiches yourself increases your work load, but does wonders for your profitability. Buying 
your produce ‘in’ may seem like the easy option, though you will be limited to the products that 
your supplier provides. You may increase your fuel and driving time if the wholesaler isn’t local.  

 Legal aspects 

Premises – If you decide to buy your sandwiches, prepared & wrapped, you may be able to     
operate from home without too much alteration. You will need a storage area and some           
refrigeration space. If you decide to prepare your own food you will need a Basic food hygiene 
Certificate usually obtained on a short course at your local College. You will also need to seek 
advice from your local Environmental Health Office regarding slight modifications to your kitchen. 

Don’t be put off by these vital requirements, they are not complicated and the officers are there to 
assist you, talk to them early in your planning to avoid delays later on. The local Authority don’t 
like people selling food out of the back of vans and cars and will eventually outlaw then. If you are 
running a Jiffy and playing by the rules you will be the one to survive.   
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The Jiffy Fast Food Round 

It is impossible to describe the workings of the ‘normal’ Jiffy round but the following may give you a 
very, very rough idea. Early start - to load the truck and drive to the first stop. 07:30 start trading 
usually at factory workshops, depots, building sites (big spenders) and garages. Work the round, 
moving on to offices commercial areas, possibly delivering ‘meal deals’ for corporate events,      
finishing the day about 13:20. Return to base, clean down possibly visit Cash & Carry and restock. 
Most rounds make between 25 and 35 stops per day, the fewer the better providing the money is 
flowing in your direction. If you are not taking around £400 per day find more lucrative stops and 
ditch the poor ones. A good round will take £500 to £750per day five days per week, some of our 
customers take over a £1000 per day. The beauty of a jiffy truck is that the round can be          
constantly tweaked for maximum profitability. 

A Jiffy round stands or falls on the performance of the operator and carried stock. 

Tips of the Trade 

Jiffy Trucks have been around now for over 40 years and the quirky style of the truck is recognised 
nationally as purveyor of quality food. To be successful you must be reliable and turn up every 
day, on time - a hungry customer has little loyalty. If you disappoint hungry customers they will go 
elsewhere. Be prepared to vary your menu and introduce a new item every week, drop the ones 
that sell least. Be imaginative, put on specials, have promotions. Be clean and professional in your 
appearance, keep your truck spotless. Be polite learn your customers name and encourage them 
to buy their lunch when they only came to the truck to buy for their morning break.  

Your Jiffy Truck will keep your food in excellent condition however any food that has been warmed 

and not sold will need to be discarded. Some food that has been kept in the Jiffy chilled display 

may be suitable for sale on the second day provided that it has been in a chilled environment over 

night. Check with your local Environment officer but if you are in any doubt throw it away. One 

complaint will seriously damage your reputation. The art of a successful Jiffy round is in carrying 

the correct amount of the right stock thus minimising waste. 

BUILDING UP YOUR ROUND 

Cold Calling 

Looking for new calls can be hard, but having the right attitude and approach can make all the   
difference. No two situations are the same however here are some suggestions that may help to 
deal with problems of cold calling. Find an area of dense working population like commercial 
parks, industrial estates, workshops, garages or business parks. Use Google earth, it’s a great 
way see what’s around the corner.  

Look for organisations that are NOT large enough to have their own canteen facilities but have 
enough hungry staff to make it financially worth you stopping outside. Before you even enter the 
premises of a potential new customer there are signs you can look for outside, the number of cars 
in the car park can give you a good indication of how many staff are inside. Always go into        
Reception looking professional, take plenty of menus and your clipboard list of customers. It is   
always good to give names of companies already using or wishing to use your services. Introduce 
yourself and your Business name. Ask their name and if they would mind helping you. If they say 
they have a canteen, find out if food is made on the premises for staff. Some receptionists may 
say they have a canteen but really all they have is a rest room, which means that staff may still 
have to go out to the shops etc. If there is a canteen selling food, there may be little point in      
pursuing the matter. Tell them you are doing a delivery service of Hot and Cold food in the area 
and you would like to know if they have a requirement for this kind of service – show them a     
photograph of a Jiffy Truck. Most companies are delighted to allow their staff to be serviced on 
their premises. Assure them that the food is being delivered and supplied in the correct              
environment. Tell them that you are offering to remove the daily drag of walking to the sandwich 
shop. Nobody has to be sandwich boy or deal with the problems of change. Who knows, the boss 
may be happy because his/her staff won’t be extending their lunch break.  
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Another problem you may come across is that they already have a delivery service. If so, find out 
if they deliver HOT as well as COLD food and if they have the bother of ordering in advance. 
Push the fact that you would come to the door every day at an agreed time. Find out if they can 
be flexible about the time that you should call, you can only be in one place at a time. Tell them 
you would be happy to supply any information they might require about your business, about the 
premises where the food is made up, health and safety information etc. Enquire how many staff 
they have working there, what time the breaks and lunches are and if they have microwaves etc. 

Most important, try and arrange to call back at a suitable time so that staff can come out and 
have a look at the van. Start planning a demonstration day when you will bring the truck full of 
food to show the range and quality. You should consider giving some samples away. Maybe not 
full size portions but tasters. Also tell them that you welcome any suggestions or ideas that they 
might have to improve the large range of products that you already stock. 

Promotion 

How will you get the word out to customers? Cold calling is only one approach, think about  

advertising in the local free press. Get a web site - this can be an easy way to present your menu.     

Try to identify low-cost methods to get the most out of your promotional budget? Once you buy 
your Jiffy Truck have it sign written with your contact details and pictures of tempting food. 

KEEPING CUSTOMERS 

When you have new customers, it is very important to make sure that you cater for all their      
gastronomic needs. Make yourself familiar with their likes and dislikes, get them in to the habit of 
letting you know what they want in advance – this is especially useful if it is a call later in the day 
when there might not be as much choice left. Giving customers this type of preferential treatment 
makes them feel important and helps to build a good rapport between you and them. 

 It is always the little details that make the difference, if you are asked for a particular type of 
boxed salad but don’t have it, don’t just say no, offer them an alternative and tell them you will put 
one ‘on one side’ for them the following day. This applies to all the stock, from the different types 
of crisps people like through to different types of sandwiches and pies.  

 STOCK 

Always keep your van well loaded with stock and offer as much variety as possible. If you know 
that certain items are better sellers than others, make sure you have always got plenty of these 
with you. Always ensure that you rotate your stock, using the oldest first. Even if you are waiting 
for more stock, don’t leave your shelves half empty, always fill the shelves with other             
stock – even if it means it is all the same variety, it will always look better than a van that is only 
half full.  

It is also worth considering that even though items such as chocolate and crisps are not          

necessarily big profit earners, if you have them on the truck, it will encourage customers to come 

to you rather than go to the corner shop. They may also buy a sandwich, a pie or a can of pop 

whilst they are with you, but if their favourites are not there, the corner shop becomes much more 

tempting!  

COMPLAINTS 

All businesses get the odd complaint, you must treat them seriously. Deal with complaints 
promptly, taking note of the customers name, company and details of the problem. Offer them a 
replacement if possible. Take their telephone number and tell them you will see into the matter 
and be in touch with them as soon as possible. Make sure that you contact later in the day once 
you have identified the problem. Explain why you think the problem occurred and what steps you 
have taken to stop a recurrence. Building your reputation will take some time, often years, but it 
can be ruined in seconds people are very quick to criticise.   
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Business Plan 

Now for the Business Plan – this is the document you will use to win over your bank manager or 
funder it will assure them that you have done your homework and are entering the venture with 
your eyes open.  It will give them confidence to consider funding your project and will show them 
how you will earn the money to repay the loan. 

Try not to make the document longer than two pages plus the financials 

Include everything that you would cover in a five-minute interview. 

Explain the fundamentals of your business. In what way will your business be unique? Who will 
your customers be? Explain who are the owners/partners of the business. What do you think the 
future holds for your business. Make your business plan enthusiastic, professional, complete, and 
concise. 

If applying for a loan, state clearly how much you want, precisely how you are going to use it, and 
how the money will make your business more profitable, thereby ensuring repayment. State your 
objectives they might be annual sales targets and or specific measures of customer satisfaction. 

Mobile food is a growth industry, many large companies are closing their canteens so as well as 
the regular trading estates, huge opportunities are arising for professional caterers to cater for the 
masses at their place of work. 

Describe what changes you foresee in the industry, short term and long term. How will you be 
poised to take advantage of them? 

Describe what background experience you have (if any) and what skills and strengths you will 
bring to this new venture. 

Products & Services 

Have a copy of your menu or sales flyer, attach a photo of a Jiffy Truck. 

Describe the pricing structures of your products. 

Explain how will your products or services compare with the competition? 

Briefly analyse each major competitor, state how you think they compare.  

Financial Plan 

You will probably need the help of an accountant for this one but it shouldn’t be too complicated.   

The financial plan consists of a 12 - month profit and loss projection, and if possible four-year 

profit and loss projection. A cash-flow projection & A basic projected balance sheet would be very 

useful These documents constitute a reasonable estimate of your company's financial future. 

More importantly, the process of thinking through the financial plan will improve your insight into 

the  financial workings of your company. 
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Example 

Below are some very average figures, talking to our customers we know that a van taking £450 a 
day is well below the average. On the left are the assumed values and on the right is the out-
come based on simple mathematics. To change any one of the values will dramatically change 
the outcome, particularly the mark up.  

      

A- Worked Hours per Day –  6    Income 

B- Worked Days per Week – 5                   Gross Take/Day- (AxExFxG) £450 

C- Worked Weeks per Year– 50          Gross Take/Week – (AxExFxGxB) £ 2250 

D-Trading Minutes per Call – 10          Gross Take/Year (AxExFxGxBxC) £112,500 

  

E- Calculated Calls per Hour– 6 

F- People per Call - 5         Expenditure 

G- People Average Spend - £2.50         Cost of raw Materials –(Year x H) £56,250 

H- Calculated Ave Mark up 50%         Cost of Finance on Truck - (Jx52) £6500 

J- Finance on Jiffy Truck- £125                  Cost of Insurance –  (Kx52) £1300 

K- Insurance on Truck -    £25                  Cost of Fuel-   (M/25x4.5xLxBxC) £2088 

L- Fuel Cost per Litre -  £ 1.16          Cost of Maintenance-        (Nx52) £500 

M-  Miles/day at 25 MPG – 40miles 

N - Maintenance Cost/Week - £10  

 

Trading Expenditure  £66,638.00 

  Gross Trading Margin (Income less Expenditure) £45,862.00 

Use the above as a very rough guide but alter the values to suit your particular conditions – once 
you have a trading margin you will need to deduct all your other expenses. 

  

GOOD LUCK 

Jiffy Trucks Limited has been supplying mobile catering vehicles in the UK for over 40 years and 
are the  only credible manufacturer in the UK. We have accreditation from all the base vehicle             
manufactures whose chassis we build on, and our trucks all have full UK type approval issued by 
the government agency VCA (A legal requirement from April 2013) The success of our business 
is based on the success of our customers, and we hope you are going to join us. Jiffy Customer 
service is our proudest boast, we have a dedicated customer service manager and 40 years    
experience to help you make your new venture a real success. starting a new business is not 
easy but we will give you all the help and advise you need to get you on your way.  
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